Technology Scaling Trends
Exascale in 2022… and then what?
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REBOOTING
COMPUTING
Many Incomplete Options
for New
Device Technology (need codesign)

1. Gain
2. Signal to Noise
3. Scalability
4. Manufacturability

TABLE 1. Summary of techology options for extending digital electronics.
Improvement Class

Technology

Timescale

Complexity

Risk

Opportunity

Architecture and
software advances

Advanced energy management

Near-Term

Medium

Low

Low

Advanced circuit design

Near-Term

High

Low

Medium

System-on-chip specialization

Near-Term

Low

Low

Medium

Logic specialization/dark silicon

Mid-Term

High

High

High

Near threshold voltage (NTV) operation

Near-Term

Medium

High

High

Chip stacking in 3D using thru-silicon vias (TSVs)

Near-Term

Medium

Low

Medium

Metal layers

Mid-Term

Medium

Medium

Medium

Active layers (epitaxial or other)

Mid-Term

High

Medium

High

Superconductors

Far-Term

High

Medium

High

Crystaline metals

Far-Term

Unknown

Low

Medium

Tunnel field-effect transistors (TFETs)

Mid-Term

Medium

Medium

High

Heterogeneous semiconductors/strained silicon

Mid-Term

Medium

Medium

Medium

Carbon nanotubes and graphene

Far-Term

High

High

High

Piezo-electric transistors (PFETs)

Far-Term

High

High

High

Spintronics

Far-Term

Medium

High

High

Topological insulators

Far-Term

Medium

High

High

Nanophotonics

Near/Far-Term

Medium

Medium

High

Biological and chemical computing

Far-Term

High

High

High

3D integration and
packaging

Resistance reduction

Millivolt switches (a
better transistor)

OSTP Report 2015: John Shalf
Robert Leland and Shekhar Borkar
Computing Beyond Moore’s Law
IEEE Computer: December 2015

Beyond transistors
(new logic
paradigms)

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7368023

ARCHITECTURE AND
SOFTWARE ADVANCES

Architectural schemes to extend digital computing aim to better manage
energy, decrease power consumption,
lower overall chip cost, and improve
error detection and response.

Energy management

Current energy-management technologies are ubiquitous and typically
coarse grained. Dynamic voltage and

power management might provide
additional potential to recover energy,
enabling faster transitions between
power states by having the software
direct state changes.

Circuit design

Studies have demonstrated approaches
that enable wires to operate at a lower
voltage for long-haul connections and
then reamplify efficiently at the endpoints, although with some loss from

to the operation speed of its slowest
component. Practical and effective
clockless designs have proven elusive, but recent examples show that
this approach could be a viable way
to lower dynamic power consumption for both neuromorphic and digital applications.9

System-on-chip (SoC)
specialization

The core precept of SoC technology is
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DOE Big Ideas Summit (BIS3) 2016

John Shalf (LBNL/Computing)
Rick McCormick (Sandia)
Ramamorthy Ramesh (LBNL/Energy Research)
Patrick Naulleau (LBNL / ALS / CXRO / EUREKA)

On Chip Memristor Accelerator:
• Vector or matrix operations
• fJs per operation

On Chip Universal Memory:
• Stacked ReRAM
• Petabit cm-2 Densities
• Replaces DRAM & flash
• <1 pJ per write/read
On Chip Photonics
• Chip to chip communication
• <1 pJ per bit transfer

To next
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High Performance Logic:
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global information and power technology revolution.
In October 2018, DOE-SC convened a workshop to address Basic Research Needs for Microelectronics
by a “co-design” approach (see below). Participants focused on scientific issues associated with advanced
microelectronics technologies for applications relevant to the DOE mission, including computing, power
grid management, and science facility workloads. (Topics of direct relevance to quantum information
science and quantum computing were outside the scope of this workshop.) The workshop was organized
around microelectronics needs for three areas: 1) future DOE-SC facilities, 2) high performance computing
beyond exascale (a billion billion calculations per second), and 3) power control, conversion, and detection
for a modernized electrical grid and related high power applications. Panels were formed around each of
these areas, with a fourth panel formed to address Crosscutting Research. Workshop participants were
asked to focus on a co-design innovation ecosystem in which materials, chemistries, devices, systems,
architectures, algorithms, and software are researched and developed in a closely integrated fashion, with
feedback and interdisciplinary collaboration at each interface in this microelectronics technology hierarchy.
TheWe
panels
identified
five Priority Research
Directions
on the following
The fullof
workshop
report
need
to the
accelerate
the pace
of discovery
bypage.
orders
magnitude
will be available at https://science.energy.gov/bes/community-resources/reports.

DOE Microelectronics BRN (BES, HEP, ASCR) 2018

Deep Microelectronics CoDesign Framework

Basic Research Needs for

Microelectronics

Algorithms and programming paradigms
System architecture design and modeling
Interconnects and component integration
Devices and circuits
Physics of logic, memory, and transport
Fundamental materials science and chemistry
Co-design involves multi-disciplinary collaboration that takes into account the interdependencies among materials discovery,
device physics, architectures, and the software stack for developing information processing systems of8
the future. Such systems
will address future DOE needs in computing, power grid management, and science facility workloads.

Discovery science to revolutionize microelectronics
beyond today’s roadmaps
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Co-design andPERSPECTIVE
CoSimulation defines materials
requirements for NCFET & MESO devices
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Materials computation / simulation designs
new materials and energy- landscapes

NATURE ELECTRONICS

b IMT material
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Conventional MOSFET

Tunnel FET

Negative capacitance FET

Phase FET

Fig. 2 | Beyond-Boltzmann transistor concepts. a–c, Schematic representations of negative capacitance (C) FET (a), phase transition FET (b) and tunnel
FET (c). d, The expected current voltage transfer characteristics for each device. The negative capacitance FET takes advantage of the negative voltage
drop across the ferroelectric to step up the channel potential and amplify the channel charge. The PFET exploits the abrupt IMT in IMT materials to
amplify the carrier concentration in the source region as the transistor turns on. The TFET requires the replacement of the traditional p–n junction with
the reverse biased tunnel junction, and harnesses the inter-band quantum-mechanical tunnelling process to filter out the high-energy tail of the carrier
distribution in the source.

enhanced ON state to OFF-state current ratios over conventional
field-effect transistors. Recent experimental demonstrations show
that such IMT materials can be integrated with both silicon and
non-silicon channel FinFETs to demonstrate low-voltage complementary n-type and p-type transistor operation with sub-thermal
switching slopes, albeit with hystereses15.
In both instances of NCFET and PFET, novel materials are incorporated into the baseline FinFET architecture in order to enhance its
performance and energy efficiency. Another genre of sub-Boltzmann
transistors called tunnel field-effect transistors (TFETs) necessitate a
more radical change to the underlying transistor structure. Figure 2c
depicts how, in TFETs, the p–n junction diode at the source-channel
junction of a MOSFET or FinFET is replaced by a reverse-biased
tunnel junction. The gate voltage modulates the width of the tunnel junction and the states available for tunnelling within the Fermi
window, and the TFET can exhibit sub-kT/q switching in its transfer characteristics at the onset of tunnelling. A decade of research on
TFETs spanning a variety of material systems — such as silicon, silicon–germanium, germanium–tin, compound semiconductors and,
more recently, heterostructures utilizing stacks of two-dimensional
materials16–20 — highlight the steady progress in the improvement of
the ON-state performance, the demonstration of sub-kT/q switching
slope, and ultra-low OFF-state current in separate devices. However,
demonstration of all three device attributes in a single device — along
with complementary n-channel and p-channel operation in an integrated TFET-based integrated circuit technology — remains elusive21.

Figure 2d shows the expected transfer characteristics of NCFETs,
PFETs and TFETs, where functional materials such as ferroelectric
and phase transition oxides as well as gate controlled inter-band
tunnel junctions can lead to marked improvement in the ON-toOFF state current ratios for energy-efficient electronics, in particular at low operating voltages. It is anticipated that, although
the superior sub-threshold characteristics of sub-Boltzmann FETs
can help in improving the energy-latency at low voltages, the oncurrent at higher supply voltages (close to one volt) may still lag
behind that of the conventional Boltzmann FETs. This means that,
while steep slope transistors can help power up a lot more cores in a
multi-core processor while running parallel workloads, we will still
need conventional complementary metal–oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) technology to accelerate sequential applications because
the latter can sustain higher frequency at higher supply voltage.
Thus, heterogeneous device technologies incorporating both traditional FETs (including beyond-silicon channel transistors) as
well as sub-Boltzmann FETs will offer the best of both scenarios.
However, we need careful energy allocation management schemes
at the software and the micro-architectural level to maximize the
overall energy-latency performance across a range of parallel and
sequential workloads22.

Energy, spatial, and temporal probes explore
multiferroic and ferroelectric materials phenomena

444

Bringing down the memory wall

There has been an overwhelming focus by the device community in the high-performance logic space on improving the raw

NATURE ELECTRONICS | VOL 1 | AUGUST 2018 | 442–450 | www.nature.com/natureelectronics
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LBNL Beyond Moore Microelectronics Modeling and Simulation Framework
Accomplishment: Multidisciplinary
effort developed end-to-end
modeling framework to accelerate
the microelectronic materials
discovery process
Methods: Link-together
computational models at different
levels of scale to create multi-scale
modeling framework for
microelectronics.

Device level & materials advances must be understood at the “systems” level and require an end-to-end process.
Provides an accelerated Feedback path to focus device and Material Discovery Process
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Materials
metrics

Accelerated feedback path to focus device and material discovery process
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Current Drive,
switching energy,
transients

Junction Physics,
I-V curves

Material Physics
Carrier Mobility

gate

Impact: Quantify impact of
materials and device level
advances in context of systemscale performance.
Provides quantitative and
actionable feedback to direct
future microelectronic materials
and develop development
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Simulating Bulk Materials
Identifying new candidate microelectronic
materials from first-principles simulation.
https://materialsproject.or
g
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MatProj Example:

Finding a Better Ferroelectric for MESO Devices
86,000 Materials on the
Materials Project

38,335 with no bandgap
Automatically Search
for
Better Candidates for the
8,423 with full spin-polarized
MESO Ferroelectricbandstructures
Gate
Material

Sinead Griffin

MESO

3,817 GGA Half-Metals

Conducting on one
Spin Channel

910 with ICSD Provenance
and likely ground state

Insulating on the
other Spin Channel

Over 140 Potential HalfMetals for Experimental
Investigation
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Interfaces and Junction Physics
”The Interface is the Device”
-Nobel laureate Herbert Kroemer
http://cmsn.lbl.gov/html/LS3DF/LS3DF.html
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Ab-Initio Full Electronic Device Simulations
Scalable O(N) DFT Methods
Novel O(N) Problem Decomposition enables
Scalable modeling of emerging Post-Moore devices
Using First-Principles electronic structure calculations

Sinead Griffin

Accomplishments for BML
v Combined several techniques for a holistic, ab-initio, atomistic
(beyond TCAD) device simulation
v LS3DF Device-size self-consistent ab initio calculations to get
atomistic potential profile, band alignment, based boundary
conditioned Poisson solver
v Based on the potential profile, and scattering state calculations
to simulate the device transport, and leakage current etc.
v Using electron-phonon coupling to calculate the heat
generation and dissipation at atomic scale

the electron (left) and hole (right) localizations in a bulk

A shallow defect state in Si. CH3NH3PbI3 material. The small dots are atoms.

Simulate full device-scale interfaces
(a)

(b)

Sinead Griffin

Scattering
state1

Drain
state2
state1

Source

(c)

Scattering
state2
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Device Scale Simulation
ECP ARTEMIS : Adaptive Mesh Refinement
for Time-domain ElectrodynaMIcs Solver
https://ccse.lbl.gov/Research/Microelectronics/index.html
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Device-Scale Simulation using AMReX+Physical PDEs
ARTEMIS : Adaptive Mesh Refinement for Time-domain ElectrodynaMIcs Solver
Challenge: Wide range of physical coupling dimensions from nm scale to cm scale

§ All types of physics talk to each other due to natural nonlinearity of spin oscillations, etc.

Solution Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) simulation to cover length & time scales:
§ Simultaneously solving the coupled PDEs, e.g. Maxwell’s equations, LLG equations, etc.
§ Adjust mesh resolution with AMR to the needs of specific physics in a specific region

2
3

integer refinement factor (2 in our application)
and level is the level of grid in the hierarchy.
A given grid in the hierarchy overlies and
more finely resolves a region in its parent grid,
and it can also be the parent grid for a yet
smaller, more refined child grid. Every grid, regardless of its level, contains a complete representation of the solution in the region it covers.
That is, there are no holes in the parent grid
where the child grids exist. Consequently, we can
obtain an approximate representation of the
global solution at any level of the hierarchy by
compositing the solutions at or above that level.
The solutions on the grid hierarchy advance
forward in time with individual time steps Δt that
decrease proportionally to Δx, starting at the
coarsest grid (the root grid), and proceeding to
finer and finer grids. When the algorithm reaches
the finest level, each grid at that level will advance
several times until its time “catches up” with the
time of its parent grid. The schedule of operations is similar to the W cycle of classic elliptic
multigrid.
Although a tree of grids is a useful way to
think about the grid hierarchy at an instant in
time, over time the number of levels and the
number and location of grids at a given level
change. Generally, the deeper into the hierarchy we go, the more grids there are and the

Figure 1. A deep adaptive mesh refinement (A MR) grid
Contours of cosmic density in a simulation of an X-ray g
ter are plotted on a grid hierarchy seven levels deep wi
hundred individual grids.

Device-Scale Simulation using AMReX+Physical PDEs

more rapidly they change. This becomes important when devising file structures for writing AMR data to disk. The solution we have devised abandons any notion of the hierarchical
relationship between the grids and instead just
considers a collection of grids that changes over
time. Each grid writes its own disk file containing attributes such as spatial domain, level of refinement, and persistence, as well as the field
and particle data (for more detail, see the sidebar on FlexIO). In addition, the AMR application writes a single ASCII file to disk with all

Jackie Yao and Andy Nonaka: LBNL Applied Math / CS

Challenge:

Wide range of physical coupling dimensions from nm scale to cm scale
§ All types of physics talk to each other due to natural nonlinearity of spin oscillations, etc.
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Solution Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) simulation to cover length & time scales:
§ Simultaneously solving the coupled PDEs, e.g. Maxwell’s equations, LLG equations, etc.
§ Adjust mesh resolution with AMR to the needs of specific physics in a specific region
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Early-stage Demonstration
Jackie Yao and Ann Almgren: LBNL Applied Math / CS

1st-order and 2nd-order accuracy test
Single spin evolution in 2.4 GHz
electromagnetic wave environment
Wall clock time comparison
GPU v.s. CPU
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Circuit Level Simulation
PARADISE: Post-Moore Architecture and
Accelerator Design Space Exploration
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8695667
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PARADISE: Post-Moore Architecture and Accelerator Design Space Exploration
George Michelogiannakis, Dilip Vasudevan, John Shalf

•

Multiple devices, memories, and other “post
Moore” technologies in development

•

Evaluating each in isolation misses big picture
• Devices can be better designed with high-level metrics
• Architects can evaluate how exploit new technologies
Until now, we lacked the tools to do so
systematically and rapidly for many technologies
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PARADISE: Post-Moore Architecture and Accelerator Design Space Exploration
George Michelogiannakis, Dilip Vasudevan, John Shalf

•
Operating Voltage (V)
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andDesign
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- CNFET Design
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• Architects can evaluate how exploit new technologies
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PARADISE Accuracy Validated Against Experimental Results
Dilip P. Vasudevan, et. al.: PARADISE - Post-Moore Architecture and Accelerator Design
Space Exploration Using Device Level Simulation and Experiments. ISPASS 2019: 139-140
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System Scale Simulation

PARADISE++: Using Scalable Event-driven
Optimistic Parallel Discrete Simulator for
system-scale modeling
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PARADISE++:

Component

Component

Component

Component

Large Scale Optimistic Synchronization based simulation of Post Moore Architectures

Integration Services
SST Core
MPI and C++ Threads

○

Post Moore Device level to
architectural level simulation
support

○

Optimistic Synchronization
based PDES simulation

○

SST extension for Post Moore
Architectural support

(large scale Post Moore simulation)

PARADISE++ simulation framework and its potential outcomes

FE Cell

Leverage the Power of DOE’s National User Facilities
And Modeling Capability to Accelerate Microelectronics Discovery
End-to-End
Acceleration
of Discovery
and Evaluation
of New Devices
Demonstration
Vehicle
: Building
an AttoJoule
Magnetoelectric
logic/memory
Materials Discovery

Computational Design
Synthesis
Characterization

ME Transistor

Architecture

Device Design
Fabrication
Parametrics

RTL/Gate Simulator
Power
Delay

System

Arch. Level Simulator
TDP, EDP

!me and Experimental Validation
National User Facilities for Metrology
meV

fsec
Å

energy

length

Physical, Chemical, Materials and Computer Sciences

• Do Great Team Science!! First papers are being
prepared…
• BML Distinguished Lecture series on-going…
• Build collaborations across labs, industry academia
• Succeed with the “Co-Design” Mantra: the biggest
learning for us!!

